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Dr JEFFREY KNIGHT – LIFE MEMBER 
  

At the Annual General Meeting on August 15th, it was unanimously decided that LIFE MEMBERSHIP of the African Violet 
Society of WA be granted to Dr JEFFREY KNIGHT.   It seemed particularly appropriate that this decision was made just two 
days after the 44th  Anniversary of the founding of the Western Australian Society.   Jeff remains as the only current member 
who attended that inaugural meeting on August 13th, 1965.          
 
Jeff’s love of violets commenced in 1961 whilst living in Malibu, California, and working as a post-doctoral fellow at the 
University of California in Santa Barbara.   His passion for the species continued with his return to WA in late 1964, where he 
worked as an organic biochemist.   This passion led Jeff and his wife Jan to attend the inaugural meeting.  It is quite possible 
(probable) that Jeff was one of the first two serious growers of African violets in this state, along with Mr Frank Rudeforth, the 
founder of our society. 
 
In spite of continuing ill health, Jeff has maintained his passion for African violets.   Apart from a period where his health 
curbed his involvement with the society, he was always a loyal member, served on committee and as a Delegate, and 
generous in assisting others with their ‘growing’ problems.  If a scientific opinion or guidance was required, there was no one 
better to assist than Jeff.   At one time he also developed his own fertilizer which he so generously shared with fellow 
members. 
 
We thank Jeff for his continued involvement, and offer our sincere thanks and congratulations on becoming our newest Life 
Member – a most fitting honour for a founding member of the AVSWA. 
 

Thank You to All who attended the AGM on August 15th. 
Thank You to All who nominated and accepted positions! 

A Special Thank You to Colleen McCormick, Life Member, for Chairing the AGM. 

Doug 
 
CONTACTS – COMMITTEE       
President  Secretary   Vice President   Treasurer   Steward 
Doug McKirdy  Position Vacant  Peter Dove  Anne Charles  Reiko Lee 
9385 0559     0413 155 895  9447 9941  9410 0390 
 
Membership  Trader   Edu/Librarian  Ass. Trader  Ass. Steward 
Terry Phillips  Aileen La Rosa  Sandra Groves  Pat Humphreys  Joan McKirdy 
9444 2424  9417 4117  9221 0565  9523 2627  9385 0559 
    
 
CONTACTS – POSITIONS of RESPONSIBILITY  
Delegate  Editor   Archivist  Sub-Editor 
Norma Dougall  Doug McKirdy  Barbara Johnson  Alan Humphreys 
9410 0390  9385 0559  9377 0839  9523 2627 
 

GENERAL MEETINGS 
3rd Saturday of each month at Rotary Hall, Sandgate St. South Perth, except December. 

2:00pm – General Meeting includes either a Workshop or Guest Speaker – Trading Table opens at 1:30pm.. 
                VISITORS and NEW MEMBERS are MOST WELCOME! 

 
THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH    

“A man doesn’t know what he knows until he knows what he doesn’t know.” 
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AFRICAN VIOLET SOCIETY of WA (Inc) 
President’s Report – AGM – August 15th, 2009 

 
What is the most important feature of our society?   African violets?   No!   Is it all Gesneriads?   No again!   
I know.   Is it the Annual Show?   No way!    Well, it must be me, The President?     A major, and most definite, NO! 
 
Then what could possibly be more important than any of these? 
 
YOU!   Each one of you is more important!   Each and every one of you, as a member, constitutes our most important asset, 
our most important ‘commodity’.   You are the society’s membership.  As I have often repeated, members are the lifeblood of 
any club or society.  But membership is not a matter of simply F & F – Fees and Forget.   Membership is PI&RR – Put In and 
Reap Rewards.  Membership is the quality of the people who constitute that membership.  It is their individual involvement, 
their commitment, and most of all their positive interaction with their peers.   
 
We in this society are very lucky people.   We are lucky because we have quality members.  The ambience is always happy 
and positive, the company is always friendly, and members genuinely display a desire and generosity in assisting others.      
 
We have just experienced our usual annual small decrease in membership – renewals and fees were due.  Efforts 
commence again to ‘replenish’ that drop, however, membership continued to creep up, making our numbers on paper quite 
pleasing.   Attendance at General Meetings has also continued to slowly grow, with a most evident aspect being a much 
greater input “from the floor” – increased member involvement.  There is greater confidence in the expression of personal 
views and suggestions, both regarded as essential to the health of the society.  These are the seeds for future directions and 
decisions.    Keeping to a ‘horticultural’ theme, for these seeds – the suggestions – to propagate, we must plant them in a 
growing medium – the committee that you elect.   Your seeds (ideas) are planted in the medium (the committee) and with 
nurturing (your continued involvement) they will grow into future positive commitments – a positive future for AVSWA.  
 
How did You help shape the past year?    The Annual Show was again excellent, and highly successful.  But … it could be 
even more successful with even greater member involvement.   Not necessarily more plants, but more importantly, more 
members entering plants. The show would have been equally magnificent if every member had each entered just three 
plants.  Worried that your plants don’t match up to some of the more experienced growers?   Please, don’t be.  You are 
growing beautiful plants, you admire them and love them, so prove to your plants how much you love them by sharing their 
beauty with other, both at the show and at monthly meetings.   Yes, quality is important, but even more important is quantity – 
not necessarily quantity of plants, but a quantity of different members exhibiting. 
 
However, the Competition Table has not been as actively supported.   Opinions expressed very recently indicate that a 
possible name, and policy, change may be required – ‘Competition Table’ to ‘Display Table’.   
 
It is due time for a ‘new guard’ to step forward.  Many of the ‘old guard’ are finding it increasingly difficult to keep producing 
the number of plants for display and sale, and we must really look forward to our newer members becoming more involved.   
 
This past year we have had a very refreshing breath of fresh (very fresh) air into our membership ranks with our junior 
members, and I look forward to their increased involvement in society activities. 
 
Like the membership, our financial status is also becoming more stable.  It is essential that the committee maintain the policy 
of ensuring that finances are expended to assist the general membership, rather than working to accumulate a large bank 
balance.    
 
I stand down from the position of President reasonably satisfied with the progress of the past year, but being me, there are 
always extra things that I can see as desirable aims for the future.   I have every confidence that my successor will continue 
along the path of consolidating the society.    
 
My sincere thanks to every member who have assisted so generously during the year – you are a wonderful group of people, 
and I repeat,  we are so lucky to be fellow members with such great people. 
 
A special thanks to the ladies of the Executive Committee.  Their patience and kindness in humouring me has been nothing 
short of remarkable.  The election will show that, quite naturally, some members are seeking a slightly changed role for their 
input.   I applaud their desire for change.  Change is good for the soul, and revitalises personal spirit;  each will undoubtedly 
approach their new position with a revitalised enthusiasm and energy.  I personally thank each committee member – I am 
confident that they each know the value of their personal commitment, and my gratitude for their support and effort. 
 
I re-emphasise my comments of last year – a President is but a ‘figure-head’.  Committee members and people with 
Positions of Responsibility (I call them PoRs) are there to ensure smooth operations. You know your own strengths. You 
know your own personal commitments.  I know as you also know, that you, as a most valued member of our society, 
contribute to the society.   Please now seriously consider always taking an active role.    

YOU could be ‘THE ONE’ that helps make a real impact on our society. 
 
My most sincere thanks I reserve for my wife, Joan, an extraordinarily patient lady to put up with my personal whims.  
 
My Thanks to Everyone 
 
Doug McKirdy 
President 
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YOUR ELECTED AVSWA COMMITTEE & PoRs for 2009-2010 

 

COMMITTEE 
President    DOUG McKIRDY     
Vice-President    PETER DOVE     
Secretary  ?*******?  Position Vacant – Can You Help?  
Treasurer    ANNE CHARLES 
Committee Member   REIKO LEE  – Steward 
Committee Member   TERRY PHILLIPS – Membership Secretary 
Committee Member   AILEEN LA ROSA – Trader 
Committee Member   SANDRA GROVES – Edu/Librarian 
Committee Member   PAT HUMPHREYS – Ass Trader  
Committee Member   JOAN McKIRDY  – Ass Steward 

 
POSITIONS of RESPONSIBILITY 

Assistant Secretary ?*******?  Position Vacant – Can You Help?  
Assistant Treasurer & Audit  PETER DOVE    
Delegate    NORMA DOUGALL   
Assistant Delegate   DOUG McKIRDY 
Membership Secretary   TERRY PHILLIPS 
Assistant Membership Secr.  AILEEN LA ROSA 
Editor     DOUG McKIRDY 
Sub-Editor    ALAN HUMPHREYS 
Steward     REIKO LEE 
Assistant Stewards   JOAN McKIRDY & AILEEN LA ROSA 
Trader     AILEEN LA ROSA  
Assistant Traders   PAT HUMPHREYS, JOE LA ROSA & HAZEL MORTON 
Archivist    BARBARA JOHNSON 
Assistant Archivist   DOUG McKIRDY 
EduLibrarian    SANDRA GROVES 
Assistant EduLibrarian   SYLVIA TIMMINS & DOUG McKIRDY 
Social Coordinator   SANDRA GROVES 
Assistant Social Coordinator  CAROLINE McKENZIE & Hosts/Hostesses 
Host/Hostess    JOYCE RUSSELL 
Assistant Host/Hostess   NICHOLAS LEE, VAL McKIRDY & MARGARET GREEN 
Tea Caddy    DON BULLOCH 
Assistant Tea Caddy   ROZANNE SILBURN & MARGARET GREEN 

 
There being no nominations for President, Doug accepted a further extension of one year to his term as President. 
 

THE AGM – A Comment from the President. 
A very pleasing AGM in many respects – Pleasing, and somewhat surprising. 

Why Pleasing? – Because the attendance number was very healthy, significantly larger than a usual Gen. Mtg. 
Why Surprising? – Because this was in spite of a number of ‘usuals’ being absent with apologies,  AND, because 

its almost a foregone conclusion that members avoid AGMs out of a ‘fear of being elected’. 
Why Pleasing? – Because, apart from the Secretary, every other position was filled without any drama –  
 Nominated members were duly elected.   The old adage fits – Many Hands Make Light (er) Work. 

 Why NOT Surprising? – The above is NOT surprising, because we have a wonderful membership – members  
  who are “standing up” to volunteer to assist with the many and varied jobs, members who are committed.  

Why Pleasing? – Because of the significantly large number of relatively ‘new’ members who nominated – of 22  
 elected, there are 8 first timers, including a junior, and 15 relatively new members.    
Why NOT Pleasing? – Because, again, there were NO nominations for President nor Secretary.  We can cover 

the President’s position, BUT, we desperately NEED A SECRETARY – CAN YOU HELP???? 
 Thanks – To Louise Blom, who has volunteered to act as Minutes Secretary at the General Meetings in the short  
  term, ie, until we are fortunate enough to obtain a Secretary.  

 
We Look forward to Another Very Successful year. 

Please, Reach Over and Pat Yourselves on the Back! 
Well Done and Thank You For Your Interest and Participation! 
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 SEEKING YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS!  
For the ‘Violet Talk’  

Contributions by hand, email or snail-mail to “Editor Doug” on 9385 0559 or “Sub-Editor Alan” on 9523 2627. 
 

‘A MOMENT of MIRTH’ – Amusing but true anecdotes that you are willing to share. 
 

‘WANDERLUST’ – Personal Travel Snippets you may wish to share – special or ‘not-so-special’ moments, laughs, tears,  
 places, sights, events, local, national, international, and ideally limited to approximately 250 words.  

250 words not enough?      Make your contribution into a short series, each of 250 words. 
 

 ‘SWAP SHOP’ – Wishing to Beg, Borrow, Swap, Buy or Sell (but not steal) anything?     
Free advertising, but a 15% commission applies to any sales through ‘Violet Talk’ or via the Society. 

 

‘A VERY SCRUMPTIOUS’ KITCHEN – Share a favourite, a different or A Very Scrumptious recipe with us.   
Maybe you could be extra brave by baking the cake (or biscuits) and bringing it to share at a meeting.  

 

CLOSING DATE for contributions – 1st of the month of publication, 
ie, 1st of January, March, May, July, September, November. 

 

                      Thanks in Anticipation,   Alan & Doug   

 

“FEEDBACK” – From the July & August General Meetings 
JULY –  
 Donation – Generous donation of $800 from Metway Realty in appreciation for our May Mothers’ Day Show.  Very 

encouraging, especially as most other societies receive considerably less, and some even have to pay for their venue. 
 Open Garden Scheme Annual Launch – Invitation received, Doug and Joan to attend the launch at Government 

House, on behalf of the Society.  
 Show & Tell Table – The re-introduction of the table was welcomed, with a number of newer members, and a couple of 

experienced growers, showing plants and/or asking questions and for advice. 
 

AUGUST –  
 Constitution – Peter Dove raised the matter of the hesitancy of members nominating for the position of President, and 

the uncertainty that may surround a current President’s personal circumstances in light of the current constitution’s limit 
to tenure.    He proposed that the constitutional clause relating to the President’s tenure be reviewed and altered.   
Decision to convene a Special General Meeting to vote on this matter be held in November. 

 Triennial Meeting – Doug McKirdy’s application for assistance to attend the Gesneriad Council meeting in Newcastle, 
as recommended by committee, was unanimously approved, for an amount of $600. 

 Life Membership – Unanimously approved for Dr Jeffrey Knight to be awarded Life Membership of the Society.  
 Proposed Constitutional Change – Peter Dove raised the matter of the fixed maximum 2 year term for the President, 

and the difficulty in getting nominations for the position, and proposed that the Constitution be altered to permit an 
extension to this tenure.  A Special General Meeting will be convened, probably in November, regarding this matter. 

 Triennial Meeting – Doug McKirdy’s application for assistance to attend the Gesneriad Council meeting in Newcastle 
was approved, as recommended by the committee. 

 

GESNERIAD COUNCIL of AUST. & N.Z. – Triennial Meeting, August 29th-30th, 2009  
Doug has prepared a Report for the September General meeting, covering the Triennial Meeting and his journey to 
Newcastle, NSW.    Copies are available for any member who may wish to avail themselves of such; please ask.  
 
 Judges’ Lessons for Saintpaulia – The main topic for discussion concerned the revision of this document, and in a 

most cooperative way this was accomplished by those present at the meeting.    It is now up to us to ensure that we get 
the members to engage in this course in order to bolster our team of judges. 

 Hints and Suggestions – Many noted, and it is intended that these be shared with members at meetings.       
 Contacts – Discussed with a number of our Eastern State peers, with requests for a sharing of cultivars to widen our 

range.    It is anticipated, and sincerely hoped, that this exchange of ideas and cultivars can be “two-way”, ie, not all from 
the East to the West – we will seek to make the support a reciprocal arrangement. 

 Example – The generous cohesion between members at the Council Meeting made for a truly enjoyable experience.    
 Visit – To the Hunter Valley Gardens, 8 hectares of pristine, finely manicured gardens developed by the Roche family 

as a ‘gift’ for the enjoyment of the people of Australia, in appreciation for the support of their business interests. 
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INFORMATION SHEET  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Water if the top of the soil is dry to the touch. 
Water from top, bottom or by wick. Water from the top 
every 3rd watering to wash down accumulating salts. 
 
A gentle foliage wash is helpful and keeps plants clean.  
Do not expose wet foliage to direct sun or draughts.  
Never allow plants to stand in water.  Always wait until 
top of soil is dry to touch before watering, then water 
thoroughly.  Use water at room temperature, or slightly 
warmer.  Violets do not like cold feet, and cannot endure 
scheduled watering – check daily to determine if 
required, as demand is related to temperature, humidity, 
soil type, plant size and vigour.  Plants get air AND water 
through their roots, so do not drown them.  Extended 
dryness will cause loss of tiny feeding roots. 
 
SOIL and FEEDING – There are many different 
African violet formulae, but it should be light and easily 
penetrated by the root system and allowing free passage 
of water and air.  Commercial mixes are generally found 
to be too heavy and not entirely suitable.  Recommended 
is a mix of quality peat moss, perlite, vermiculite and 
horticultural charcoal, plus a little Dolomite lime.  These 
ingredients being ‘inert’ means that sterilization is 
unnecessary.   Small bags of medium are available from 
the Trading Table at Society meetings. 
 
DO NOT OVERFEED – Always ensure that soil is 
damp before feeding. Remember, water evaporates and 
accumulated unused or excessive fertiliser will burn roots 
and cause hard, brittle foliage.  Too little will produce 
poor, light coloured or yellow growth with few blooms.   
Plants will tell much if observed closely.  African violets 
are slow growers and the effect of any change usually 
cannot be observed immediately. Recommended feeding 
rate is ¼ the manufacturer’s directions for every 
watering.  Suitable fertilisers are Aquasol, Thrive, and 
Phostrogen.  Fish Emulsion is excellent in producing 
helthy baby plants, but is not suitable for wick-watering (it 
clogs up the wick).  Specific African violet fertilisers 
should be used at the recommended strength. 
 
PESTS – Pests are uncommon, unless brought in on 
new plants or cut flowers.   Keep all new additions away 
from healthy collections for six to eight weeks.    
 
Mites are the worst pest and cause hardening and 
greying of centre foliage and shortening and twisting of 
flower stalks.  Occasional spraying with Kelthane or 
Malathion is good insurance.  ALWAYS follow the 
precautions as described on the container label. 
 
Root Knot Nematodes can be avoided by use of a 
sterile soil mix. 
 
Mildew is best prevented by warm, fresh, circulating air.  
An application of Benlate spray will clean it up quickly.   
An excellent preventative measure is to give the plants a 
regular light spray with a weak solution of about 100ml of 
full cream milk to 2 litres of water. 
 
Crown Rot can be avoided by ensuring that the plant is 
not over-watered. 
 
PROPAGATION – Propagation of plants from leaves, 
side-shoots and seeds is quite simple, and methodology 
can be sourced from other Instruction Sheets available 
from the Society.  
 
 

 
GREEN THUMB ADVICE 
Hints for Growing Healthy African violets. 

 
ADEQUATE LIGHT is most important for beautiful 
blooms. The more light, the more bloom. Windows with 
bright light are ideal, and mild sunshine beneficial. Shield 
from midday summer sun, but avoid windows covered by 
porches or heavily shaded.   
 
Fluorescent lamps, ideally Gro-lux, for 8-12 hr/day is ideal . 
Small, young plants should be about 20-30 cms below the 
light;  larger, mature plants can be 30-40 cms from the light  
 
Plants growing upright with long leaf stems need to be 
raised closer to the light.  If the plant grows compact with 
leaf stems hard and brittle, lower the plant from the light .  
At the correct height the plant will grow as flat uniform 
rosettes, with many blooms.   Gro-Lux tubes can be slightly 
further from the plant than Cool White or a combination. 
 
Always provide for a minimum of at least 8 hrs/day.   Plants 
grown at windows, or at the edge of light benches, should 
be turned ¼  on every other day to ensure even growth. 
 
HUMIDITY – Some homes are naturally humid – 40-50% 
humidity is ideal. If difficult to maintain humidity, try growing 
many close together.  Humidity can also be increased by 
raising pots on stands above trays of water, ensuring that 
pots are do not contact the water.  High humidity can also 
be maintained by creating a mini hothouse by covering with 
polythene film.  However, if exposed to the sun, ensure that 
it is opened to lower the internal temperature.  Individual 
plant hothouses may be made using plastic bags. 
 
TEMPERATURE, ideally in the range of 18-21o at night, 
rising by 3-6o during the day.   Below 15o for an extended 
period will slow growth.  If too high, plants will grow sappy 
and spindly with few blooms, which usually drop before 
gaining any size.   It is better for conditions to be a little too 
cool that too hot, especially if humidity is also low. 
 
FRESH, CIRCULATING AIR is as invigorating to violets 
as it is to humans.  Avoid cold draughts onto plants, but 
ensure an adequate supply of fresh air.  Plants suffer 
drastically in a dead, dank atmosphere.  Dead air invites 
mildew. Principal plant foods are carbon dioxide (from air) 
and hydrogen from water.   
 
WATERING is the most important single factor in good 
African violet growing.   Use any suitable drinking, but allow 
chlorinated water to either stand overnight, or an hour in 
the sun.   Never use water that has been through a water 
softener.  Water with a heavy metal content can 
accumulate excess salts in the soil.  Rain water is ideal.   
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“BELLES & BEAUS” – CELEBRATING SPECIAL DAYS.  
Our best wishes for a Happy Birthday or Special Anniversary. 

 
BIRTHDAYS:    
August 16th  Joan McKirdy  September 4th Anne Charles     

      September 19th Reiko Lee 
      September 23rd Lucy Wield                                     
                           

And To Everyone Else with Birthdays or Anniversaries in August or September 2008. 
 

Please Inform Terry, the Membership Secretary, of Your:   
Special Dates – Birthdays and/or Anniversaries.  

 We love to acknowledge and share with you the joys of these days.   
The Month and Day are important to us, but feel at liberty to keep the year private if you wish. 

8888888888888888888888888888 

“WANDERLUST” 
 

   UK Interlude  By Alan & Pat Humphreys 
 
We left Perth on the 29th May to travel to the UK, and arrived the next day to what seemed to be the start of a beautiful 
summer.   Well that lasted about 2 weeks and was glorious, but then it turned into a normal summer and rained, but that was 
not to stop us enjoying  ourselves.  We, along with my sister, went to Birmingham to the BBC Gardeners World Show at the 
NEC centre which was running concurrent with the international food expo.     I will say at this point that the Garden Show 
(which was amazing ) fed Pat and Yvonne   whilst I took more sustenance from the free food and wine that was on offer at 
the expo,   but a great day was had by all despite the weather. 
 
We then went to Spain for 2 weeks to catch up with friends that live there,  and also to give me and my wallet  a break from 
garden shows and centres ( I will no doubt get a slap from Pat for saying that). But it was nice to see our friends and sample  
the great food and wines. 
 
If you are ever going to the UK, I would encourage you to visit the two big shows that we went to, they being the BBC one in 
Birmingham and also the new forest show in Hampshire, which is also a  great day out with such  diversity of things to see 
and do I found that we would have needed 2 days to see everything on offer.  I would highly recommend them both. 
 
 

Sydney Central by CityRail to Newcastle By Doug McKirdy 
 
A Senior’s Special, a wonderfully scenic rail tour through the northern hinterlands of Sydney, at the princely price of just 
$2.50 for an approximately three hour trip.  After leaving the suburbs of the Sydney the train wound its way up through the 
mountains, through natural bushland festooned with wildflowers, past small farmlets, between sheer cliffs and granite 
outcrops, through tunnels up to 1 ½ kms of almost impenetrable blackness.    Suddenly, quite spectacularly, we emerged 
from one such tunnel into bright sunlight, and were blessed with the magnificent vista of a huge expanse of sparkling blue 
water – the Hawkesbury River, with its shores dotted with some hundreds of pure white moored boats. 
 
The views on this beautiful spring-like day were magnificent.  One could only feel thankful to be alive, and alive in such a 
beautiful country.   With such emotions stirring the blood, my attention went to the bush itself – the sparkling sheen of the 
deep green leaves, frequently interspersed with the brilliant gold of the wattle, blooming profusely among the green.   
Emotions naturally turned to patriotism with the natural ‘Green and Gold’ of Australia.   There was a burning desire to share 
this beauty and my pleasure with someone, but alas, I was alone, but alone and warmly immersed in my own emotions.  
Therefore what better than to settle back and simply enjoy the experience, and, I could also look forward to the return trip. 
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VARIEGATED AFRICAN VIOLETS             
By Althea Connor, AVSQ.       References – ‘You Can Grow Violets’, Kent & Joyce Stark, 2007. 

 

Brief History.   The first variegated African violet was introduced by Mrs Tommie Louise Ogden in 1957 as a result of a 
heredity mishap of “White pride”, one of the best double white plants available at the time.  Mrs Ogden grew this white-edged 
foliage plant via nine generations and then introduced it.  It was named “Tommie Lou” in her honour.  Since then, many 
hybridizers have specialized in growing only variegated varieties.  We now have variegated miniature and semi-miniature 
plants as well as variegated trailing varieties to add to the standard plants and while we aspire to own and grow a beautiful 
variegated plant with many beautiful blooms, they are delightful to admire even when they are not in flower.  There are 4 243 
variegated African violets listed on First Class at the moment. 
 

Causes of Variegation.  One of the most common causes for these markings on leaves is simply a recessive 
cytoplasmic mutation.   Markings can be white, cream, pink, yellow, peach or silver.  Variegated parts of the leaf are slow and 
sluggish and rely on the green parts of the leaf to survive.   Because of their variegation, these plants grow slower and are 
more susceptible to shock, disease and stress than plants with wholly green foliage. 
 

Types of Variegation.   The most common type of variegation is called the “Tommie Lou”, as above.   This consists of 
a white edge surrounding the leaf or sometimes the marking extends further into the leaf margins.   These plants are usually 
green towards the centre of the leaf.   This variety is very stable and is less affected by slightly higher temperatures or 
increased nitrogen in the fertilizer.   However, it is quite common for Tommie Lou varieties to lose their variegation in hot 
weather but this usually reverses itself once the temperature cools.   Picasso, Pow Wow, Michiko, Integrity, Bluey, the 
‘Buckeye’ series are just a few names of the many, many variegates available today. 
 

Crown or Champion Variegation.   Occurs when the leaves closest to the centre of the plant are a different colour.   
As these leaves age they become greener and colours include cream, pink, yellow and pale green.  It is for the most part 
permanent and very stable, although these cultivars must be under constant supervision since they will die if they fail to 
produce enough chlorophyll to sustain the plant.   Care must be taken with the amount of nitrogen given, and/or be placed in 
an area where the temperature is too warm.    Most growers with this type of variegation give young plantlets a well-balanced 
fertilizer to give them a good start before reducing the nitrogen content at a later date.   Good examples of crown variegation 
are the trailer Champagne Pink, standards such as Dress Parade or Wrangler’s Enchanted Gold, or the semi-miniature Rob’s 
Hallucination or Rob’s Slap Happy. 
 

Mosaic or Jarrett pattern variegation is when the whole leaf is covered with small flecks.  Only very few violets exhibit 
this form of marking and these are generally considered to be harder to grow.   However, this pattern of variegation is very 
stable and not at all affected by temperature or nitrogen fertilizers.   The only mosaic varieties in our collection are 
Witchdoctor and Emperor. 
 

Fertilizers.   A low nitrogen fertilizer is generally recommended for variegates.   However, this could impact on the 
general condition of the plant resulting in slower overall growth, low sterile blooms and an overall plant weakness.   It is a 
good idea to give a young plantlet every chance to become a strong adult plant by feeding them a well-balanced fertilizer and 
perhaps depleting the amount of nitrogen given to enhance the variegation from time to time.    A young plant exhibiting only 
white leaves must be foliar or root fed with a strong nitrogen fertilizer or the consequences could be fatal.  
 

Lights.    Variegated foliage African violets grow slower and are more sensitive to poor growing conditions than their 
green counterparts, therefore require 12-14 hours per day of strong light to provide both good growth and many blooms.   
 

Temperature.    Variegates usually prefer slightly lower temperatures than solid green plants.  Temperatures well 
over 250C leaves usually cause a loss of colour, but reverses when the days become cooler.  They respond well to being on 
the bottom shelf of a light stand where they receive less heat.   When conditions are too cool, the leaves may revert to all 
white, and could well be fatal.  The simple answer is to always maintain a good eye on your plants. 
 

Propagation.    Always select a leaf which contains as much chlorophyll (green) as possible.    The second row from the 
bottom is often seen as the best and it is recommended to propagate when the temperature becomes warmer, eg, late spring 
into early summer.   Plantlets should exhibit a good amount of green and generally, all variegated leaf hybrids will take more 
time to propagate than their green cousins.     Having a lower amount of chlorophyll in the leaves, variegates should be 
handled more carefully and not be overcrowded with leaves touching other plants.   The non-green parts of the leaf are 
weaker, and easily sustain injury such as bruising, causing the leaves to have dark brown spots.  
 

Conclusion.    It is a true joy to grow variegated plants and as African violets are known as the “Queen of Indoor 
Gardening”, then variegated African violets must be considered as the “Jewels of the Queen”. 
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The African Violet Society of WA (Inc) 
Meets on the 3rd Saturday of each month, excepting December, 

At the ROTARY HALL, Sandgate Street, South Perth, 
Commencing at 1:30pm. 

Meetings include a Workshop or a Guest Speaker. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

sender:  AFRICAN VIOLET SOCIETY of WA (Inc) 
PO Box 1802 FREMANTLE W.A. 6160 

 
 

STAMP 

‘SWAP SHOP’  
 

Seeking  
SANDRA GROVES is looking for an “IRISH FLIRT”.    (Sorry 
Sandra, I’m Scottish!) 
If you have this cultivar in your collection, Sandra would love 
a leaf if you can spare one.  
Sandra’s Number – 9221 0565 
 

Selling 
DOUG McKIRDY has new pots of larger sizes than stocked 
by the society – 125mm, 130mm and 155mm.     Much 
cheaper than RRP.  

Doug’s Number – 9385 0559 

‘A MOMENT OF MIRTH’ 
 
Committee meetings are held at our home.  During 
each meeting my wife drives down to the local school 
to collect our grandsons from school, and returns with 
them to ‘share’ afternoon tea with our committee. 
 
After a recent meeting, Harrison, the elder at eight, 
asked of his grandmother, “Are all the people who 
come to your violet meetings grandparents?   Why?”   
 

“Out of the mouths of babes.” 
Could be a good question to ask ourselves. 


